
RE Overview
The following SoW compiles curriculum guidance and the new SACRE document.

Overview Autumn Term Spring Term Summer Term

EYFS Pupils should
encounter religions
and world views
through special
people, books, times
places and objects
and by visiting places
of worship. They
should listen to and
talk about stories.
Pupils can be
introduced to subject
specific words and
use all their senses to
explore beliefs,
practices and forms
of expression. They
ask questions and
reflect on their own
feelings and
experiences. They
use their imagination
and curiosity to
develop their
appreciation of and
wonder at the world
in which they live.
Religious Education

Understanding the World: Children talk about similarities and di�erences between themselves and
others, among families, communities and traditions;  begin to know about their own cultures and
beliefs and those of other people;  explore, observe and find out about places and objects that
matter in di�erent cultures and beliefs.

Expressive Arts and Design: Children use their imagination in art, music, dance, imaginative play,
and rôle- play and stories to represent their own ideas, thoughts and feelings;  respond in a variety
of ways to what they see, hear, smell, touch and taste.

Communication and Language: Children listen with enjoyment to stories, songs and poems from
di�erent communities and traditions and respond with relevant comments, questions or actions;  use
talk to organise, sequence and clarify thinking, ideas, feelings and events;  answer ‘who’, ‘how’ and
‘why’ questions about their experiences in response to stories, experiences or events from di�erent
traditions and communities;



is, unlike the subjects
of the National
Curriculum, a legal
requirement for all
pupils on the school
roll, including all
those in the reception
year.

Y1/2
Cycle 1

The Focus of RE for
KS1 enables children
to develop their
knowledge and
understanding of
religions and world
views. They find out
about simple
examples of religion
that are drawn from
local, national and
global contexts. They
learn to use basic
subject specific
vocabulary. They
should raise
questions and begin
to express their own
views in response to
the material they
learn about and in
response to
questions about their

Autumn 1 focus: 2.4
Being fair, showing care: what
can we learn from religious
stories?

Bible story - the lost sheep
(morals)

Autumn 2 focus: 1.2
How do Christians celebrate
Christmas?

Spring 1 focus: 1.4
Find out: what happens in
Churches and Synagogues?

Spring 2 focus: 2.5
What do the symbols of the
Easter festival mean

Summer 1 focus: 1.5
What can we learn from stories
about Moses and Jesus?

Moses - parting the red sea
Jesus - five loaves

Summer 2 focus: 1.6
What can we learn from stories
about prayer and Jesus?

Summer 2 focus (Transition):
1.1
Who am I? Myself and my
communities

Y1/2
Cycle 2

Autumn 1 focus: 2.2
How was the world created
according to the bible? Creation
of the world story.

Autumn 2 focus: 1.3

Spring 1 focus: 2.1
What are the ‘signs of
belonging’ for Christians and
Jewish people?

Spring 2 focus: 2.5

Summer 1 focus: 2.3
What is believing? What people
believe about their God,
humanity and the natural world.

Summer 2 focus: 2.6



ideas. The aim of RE
is expressed in age
appropriate
outcomes for most 7
year olds.

What festivals do Jewish people
like to celebrate?

What do the symbols of the
Easter festival mean

Who can influence us? Leaders,
teachers - locally and
nationally.

Summer 2 focus (Transition):
1.1
Who am I? Myself and my
communities

Y3 The Focus of RE for
KS2 enables pupils to
extend their
knowledge and
understanding of
religions and world
views , recognising
their local, national
and global contexts.
They should be
introduced to an
extended range of
sources and subject
specific vocabulary.
They should be
encouraged to be
curious and to ask
increasingly
challenging questions
about religion, belief,
values and human
life. Pupils should
learn to express their

Autumn Investigation focus:
What makes Jesus inspirational
for some people?

Spring Investigation focus:
What is it like to be a Hindu?

Summer Investigation focus:
How and why do some people
find peace and strength by
belonging to a religious faith?
(church, mosque)

Visit to a church
Virtual mosque

Y4 Autumn Investigation focus:
Christian and Hindu questions
and answers on life’s journey.

Spring Investigation focus:
What matters most to
Christians and humanists?
Followed with: Easter Story

Summer Investigation focus:
Christian and Islam worship and
pilgrimage; How people
practise faith in the community?

Visit to a mosque - reflect back
to church

Y5 Autumn Investigation focus: Spring Investigation focus: Summer Investigation focus:



own ideas in
response to the
material they engage
with, identifying
relevant information,
selecting examples
and giving reasons to
support their ideas
and views. The aim of
RE is expressed in
age appropriate
outcomes for most
pupils at age 11.

How do Christians use the
Bible?

Bible stories
Proverbs
http://stpetersaylesford.kent.sc
h.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016
/04/Year-5-Unit-1.pdf

What are the 5 pillars of Islam?
How and why do Muslims
practice these?

How do muslims use the
Quran?

Reading
Writing
Alphabet
Prayer
Arabic?

Y6 Autumn Investigation focus:
Christian Aid and Islamic Relief:
how they help to change our
world

Shoebox appeal
What are these charities?
How to use religion for the
greater good

Spring Investigation focus:
Inspiring figures in religion and
faith
Muslim, Christian and Hindu
Reflect on di�erent gods and
deities

Summer Investigation focus:
Religion in Rotherham

Graphs
Data collection (see p11 -
file:///C:/Users/hejrkirby/Down
loads/1A_Rotherham_RE_Sylla
bus_2016.pdf)

http://stpetersaylesford.kent.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Year-5-Unit-1.pdf
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